Mobile Applications (Android/iOS/Windows)
Case Studies

TempRE Android/iOS React Native Application
The TempRE app is a workforce app designed for locums, bank staff and other healthcare professionals from NHS trusts and health boards
whose employer uses the TempRE service. Candidates can sign contracts, confirm shifts and submit timesheets in real time. The app also enables
bank workers to access live bank vacancies and apply for bank shifts quickly.
Job Module:
1. Invited - This tab displays information about the Jobs/Shifts for which a candidate has been invited.
2. Applied - This tab displays information about the Shifts for which a candidate has applied.
3. Offered - This tab displays information about the Shifts for which a candidate has been booked.
Task Module:
This tab displays the information of the Tasks for a candidate.
This area includes the information if there is any outstanding task. This area handles the information related to bank details, tax information,
pension enrollment and contracts.
1. Payment Details - This option displays the information to the candidate to fill in bank details.
2. Tax Questionnaire - This option displays the information to the candidate to fill in employment, alternate employment, P46 statement
and student loan details.
Time-sheet Module:
This tab displays the information of the time-sheet for a candidate. Now, we are only displaying open time-sheets so that the user can submit
time-sheet.
Time Log Module:
Time log information is displayed in tabular format. The user can select multiple time logs and submit.
This is a set of information for the user to verify the start, end, and break time for the work.
If there are any changes to the time (for example, the user increases the time for the work) then display a text box for the reason so that the
candidate can fill in the relevant information because of a change in the set working time.
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